Aim The aim of this audit was to determine thyroid screening practices in the first year of life in children with Down syndrome in our Unit and compare them to national guidelines for the medical management of children with Down syndrome (DSMIG).

Methods We carried out a retrospective observational charts review. Children with karyotype confirmed Down syndrome and up to one year of age were included.

Results Ten children with DS were identified and all were uncluded. Study cohort comprised 6 males and 4 females. It was noted that six children had no TFT done after the initial newborn screening. Out of other four, only one was on treatment for hypothyroidism, the other three had normal TFTs.

Conclusion and Recommendations It is a small retrospective audit but does reflect current clinical practice. It appears that our compliance with recommended guidelines is very low, 60% of children received no TFT after the initial newborn screening.

The clinical information which was not gathered and which could influence the frequency of testing was presence of other comorbidities like cardiac disease or Gastrointestinal disease.

Low level of adherence to screening recommendations in this audit is concerning and suggest a need to identify factors contributing to poor adherence to DSMIG guidelines for medical management of children with Down syndrome.

Broad dissemination of guidelines, frequent clinical reminders and similar auditing activities for quality assurance are important in improving adherence to clinical guidelines.
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Quality Improvement in Nursing Clinical Handover

Nursing Clinical handover(CH) is a crucial point of vulnerability in patient care that can lead to errors and/or adverse events if incomplete or inaccurate (Department of health 2015, Manias et al 2016). The Department of Health clinical guidelines for CH (2015) key recommendations are use of a communication tool such as ISBAR 3. It improves communication with patients and families and also improves improvements in metrics data, facilitates ‘hello my name is’, and use of the communication tool ISBAR 3. It improves time management as nurses can finish on time and reduces by 50% the time a nurse is away from patients for handover.

1. One to one handover in quiet area (incl any undergrad or supernumery students as per allocated area)
2. Bedside review of each patient with both commencing and finishing nurse
3. Group handover in office with all staff
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Quality Improvement in Nursing Clinical Handover

Nursing Clinical handover(CH) is a crucial point of vulnerability in patient care that can lead to errors and/or adverse events if incomplete or inaccurate (Department of health 2015, Manias et al 2016). The Department of Health clinical guidelines for CH (2015) key recommendations are use of a communication tool such as ISBAR 3. It improves communication with patients and families and also improves improvements in metrics data, facilitates ‘hello my name is’, and use of the communication tool ISBAR 3. It improves time management as nurses can finish on time and reduces by 50% the time a nurse is away from patients for handover.

1. One to one handover in quiet area (incl any undergrad or supernumery students as per allocated area)
2. Bedside review of each patient with both commencing and finishing nurse
3. Group handover in office with all staff
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Purpose Radiology is an important facet in the management of child health. Timely recognition of diagnoses on imaging is necessary to enable initiation of appropriate therapies. In this presentation, a wide selection of radiology signs are presented. These are a mixture of common signs which should not be missed, as well as rarer signs which can easily be misinterpreted1. The signs are presented primarily on plain film, although also using other modalities including ultrasound and CT2. The signs are displayed in such a way as to allow the viewer to quiz themselves prior to the answer being revealed. This will aid in future interpretation and understanding of paediatric imaging, for both experienced clinicians and newer trainees alike.

Methods Can you differentiate the steeple sign from the silhouette sign? Can you tell a deep sulcus sign from a continuous diaphragm sign? Do you know the sciatic sign from the snowman sign? Can you decide if it’s Rigler’s sign or football sign? Only after the viewer has had the opportunity to interpret the image, will the answer and explanation be revealed. For each sign, a brief overview of the radiologic features are described, along with the diagnosis and any associations. The clinical relevance of each sign is discussed1,2.

Conclusion A varied selection of paediatric radiologic signs are displayed, including neonatology, chest, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, musculoskeletal and neurology. The complete list of signs will not be named in this abstract, to allow the viewer to interact with the presentation, without extensive prior knowledge. After interacting with this pictorial review, the viewer will have an increased understanding of multiple signs in paediatric radiology, which will help improve management of child health.
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